CHAPTER XVIII
ROAD FACILITIES FOR CYCLISTS
it is generally accepted that the segregation of cyclists from the
vehicular carnage-way is advantageous to the cyclist and to the
motorist. moreover, the construction of separate cycle tracks will
sometimes secure substantial economies in avoiding the necessity of
widening the adjacent road.
A limited provision has already been provided on certain main
roads in the form of 6-ft. or 9-ft. tracks on each side of the carriage-
way ; short lengths are ineffective, and every endeavour should be
made to lay long lengths or to link up with cycle tracks on other
roads.
Cycle tracks may be laid in different ways as follows :—
 1.	Cycle tracks on either side of a single or dual carriage-way.
 2.	Parallel service roads to carry cyclists instead of special tracks.
 3.	Cycle track on one side of the road only    (Footpath might
serve as cycle path in quiet rural areas, as is done in Holland
and elsewhere,)
 4.	Special cycle roads independently of main roads (e g. as in
Denmark and elsewhere).
 5.	Use of narrow country lanes where speeds of not more than
20 m.p.h. would be reasonable for motor vehicles:   cyclists
should enjoy safety on these roads.
Dual Cyc^e Tracks.
In case (1) and (2) the cyclist follows the flow of motor traffic in
each direction, although if the track is 9 ft. or more (in 3-ffc. units),
it may be used for cycles either way if need be : this applies more
easily to the service road, since this is wider.
Cycle tracks may be laid in 4J-in. concrete paving or asphaltic or
tar macadam : they should be drained either by camber or side fall
and small kerbs or level edgings may be used, in this connection:
a safer condition occurs if the track is level with grass margin or is
raised above it and kerbs are omitted. Gullies or draining-off points
should be clear of the track if possible, and easy facilities should be
afforded for clearing stoppages.
Good maintenance is essential if cyclists are to be encouraged to
use the tracks. The frequency of the gullies will depend on the
longitudinal gradients.
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